Why Would God Call Us to Fear?

M

ost of us tend to view fear as something to be avoided at all
costs. We associate it with the negative things of life, those
aspects of our human existence that drag us down, making us less
able to be the sort of people we wish to be. Fear is the obstacle. It
is the chain that binds, one of the fundamental elements in nearly
all of our stories that must be overcome. Remember Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s iconic words to the nation in the grip of the Great
Depression: “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” We may
tell our children to face their fears, but it is always in the context of
facing them down, of conquering them, of putting them behind us
so that we may move forward.
Even within the Scriptures, we see fear portrayed as a negative
thing. We read in I John 4:18, “There is no fear in love, but perfect
love casts out fear. For fear has to do with punishment, and
whoever fears has not been perfected in love.” Think back to the
time of the Exodus, when the people of Israel refused to enter the
land of Canaan and were cursed to wander in the desert, all on
account of their fear and lack of trust in God (Deuteronomy 1:2633). Then, in the Gospels, we see Christ rebuking His disciples

after a storm on the sea of Galilee, contrasting the fear within their
hearts with a true faith in Him (Mark 4:40). Even in the Book of
Proverbs, the subject of our present study, we see in 29:25 how
having fear is contrasted with trusting God.
How then do we find that again and again throughout the Word of
God His people are called to fear Him? At these times, rather than
being a sign of a lack of faith, fear is the sure indication that faith
abides, almost as though fear is a synonym for faith in God.
Two of the most famous passages in the Book of Proverbs, situated
in the first and last chapters, respectively, each appeal to the fear
of the Lord as a positive good for the well-being of humanity. In
Proverbs 1:7, we read, “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge; fools despise wisdom and instruction.” Then, closing
out the book, we read in 31:30 of the virtuous woman, “Charm is
deceitful, and beauty is vain, but a woman who fears the Lord is to
be praised.”

It is not these only, but in nearly two dozen
instances across this book of wisdom, we see
the fear of God as an attribute we should
seek, both as a sign of right worship and as a
guide to right behavior. There are the simple
and straightforward moral appeals such as
3:7, “Be not wise in your own eyes; fear the
Lord, and turn away from evil.” Then, there
are the pragmatic exhortations as in 10:27,
“The fear of the Lord prolongs life, but the
years of the wicked will be short.” Finally,
we find fearing God, in 23:17, as a North
Star of sorts for the life of wisdom, “Let not
your heart envy sinners, but continue in the
fear of the Lord all the day.”
How can an otherwise bad thing now be
good?

The solution centers on the object of our fear. What is it that we fear?
Who is it that we fear? Biblically speaking, we must fear the right
things, and we must fear them rightly. The right fear of the Lord
comes when we rate God and His Word as more precious than the
pressure of the worldly fears that surround us. By putting Him first
in our fears, by recognizing the greatness of His power and glory, by
admitting the frailty of His worldly competitors, we give Him right
worship and we see a path forward through the confusion of life.
However, this is about more than abstractions or theological and
philosophical minutiae. It affects our everyday, mundane interactions
with those around us. In his book, God and Politics in Esther,
Jewish author Yoram Hazony put it this way, “Yet contrary to what
might be inferred, the difference between the man who fears God
and the one who fears not is not necessarily emotional at all - that
is, not necessarily a matter of being afraid. Rather, what is of the
greatest significance is that those who fear God behave differently
toward their fellow men . . . A person who fears God will recognize a
limiting line that he may not cross, while one who fears not God will
recognize no such line.”

Where the world operates on the crass
calculus of power and profit, where
even ostensibly good causes can become
corrupted by concerns of stark efficiency
and political machinations, the fear of the
Lord calls us to look on our neighbors as
part of a greater context. It is only then,
when we recognize our own insignificance
when compared to the glory of God, that
we can truly love our neighbors without
thought of how they might enhance our
place in this world and our plans for it.
The world asks, “What can I gain?” The
fear of God inquires instead, “How may
I serve?” This is because the one who
fears God recognizes in his neighbor not
simply an object to be used according to
the dictates of power and practicality but
one who, like him, is subject to the desires

of a greater Power. And that Power cannot
be coerced or coddled into following our
whims.
Thus, the fear of the Lord is the holistic
acknowledgement that beyond all our
concerns and competitions, which are
rooted firmly in the demands of this age,
there exists One who has priority over all
else. To fear the Lord is to confess that the
appeals and dangers existing only in the
here-and-now are a puff of smoke compared
to His claims on our lives and the power of
His Word.

